
  

 

Sightseeing Information 

 

  

City Sightseeing Hop on Hop off 24 hours 
 

Rome, Italy 

Discover the Eternal City in the easiest and most convenient 
way, get on board and stop at your pleasure to the most 
famous monuments of Rome! 

 

 

The Tour 

Suspended between history and legend, myth and beauty, from 
Baroque to modern times, every age saw the Eternal City 
shining in its magic splendour. City Sightseeing Rome will allow 
you to travel through history and visit the places where the 
ancient Romans lived their social and political life as well as to 
admire the great Papal Rome, with its fine buildings and 
beautiful churches, by just sitting comfortable on board our 
buses. You will be able to visit the many churches, 
monuments, palaces, squares and streets of Imperial and 
Christian Rome, of Baroque and Modern Rome. You can 
admire the great monuments of ancient Rome like the Imperial 
Forums, the Coliseum and the Circus Maximum. You will see 
the most beautiful Christian places like St. Peter's Basilica and 
Santa Maria Maggiore. One must also visit the squares and 
streets where the history of Rome was written such as Piazza 
Venezia, Piazza della Repubblica, Piazza del Popolo and 
Piazza Barberini. Then you can enjoy a walk among the coffee 
shops of the Dolce Vita in Via Veneto and later drive along the 
river Tevere and admire Trastevere, one of the old quarters of 
the City, with its typical restaurants and bars, where you can 
taste typical Roman dishes. 

 

Includes 

Hop On hop Off Ticket 24 hours, multi languages commentary, 
city map, free mobile app including sites commentaries. 

 

Please note: 

Voucher must be exchanged on the coaches branded City 
Sightseeing. Passengers can get on board at any stop of City 
Sightseeing routes. The voucher can be used only within 5 
days from the selected date of the tour. You must print and 
surrender a paper version of your booking voucher for this 
activity (showing your voucher on a smartphone is not 

 

Main Departure Points 

Terminal A Termini Marsala (Via Marsala 7) - Terminal B Largo 
di Villa Peretti ( Largo di Villa Peretti 1)- Santa Maria Maggiore 
(Via dell'Esquilino 8)- Colosseo (Via di San Gregorio)- Circo 
Massimo (Piazzale Ugo La Malfa)- Piazza Venezia (Via di 
Teatro Marcello 12)- Vaticano (Via della Conciliazione, 4) - 
Fontana di Trevi (Via del Tritone, 59)- Piazza di Spagna 
(available only on Sunday and holidays)- Piazza Barberini (Via 
Barberini 2). 

 

Additional Information 
This tour is operated in air conditioned vehicles. 
 

 



accepted). No refund can be given for customers without a 
printed copy of their voucher. Itineraries (stops, journey and 
times) are subject to changes without notice in case of 
unplanned traffic restrictions, road works, etc. City Sightseeing 
is not responsible for disruption or lines diversion beyond his 
control. In case of disruption beyond his control, City 
Sightseeing guarantees the possibility to reschedule but no 
refund possible. Estimated intervals at each stop are 
approximately as they might be affected by traffic conditions. 
For any info please contact City Sightseeing office number 
+390669797554. 

 

 

Language Commentary From Date To Date Days of week From To Every 

E/F/G/I/J/M/RU/S Unescorted 01 Jun 2017 30 Sep 2017 Daily 09.00 19.00 15m 

E - ENGLISH  F - FRENCH  G - GERMAN  I - ITALIAN  J - JAPANESE  M - MANDARIN  RU - RUSSIAN  S - SPANISH 
 

 


